Consumption of Fermented Milk Product with Probiotic Modulates Brain Activity
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Abstract:

**Background & Aims:** Changes in gut microbiota have been reported to alter signaling mechanisms, emotional behavior, and visceral nociceptive reflexes in rodents. However, alteration of the intestinal microbiota with antibiotics or probiotics has not been shown to produce these changes in humans. We investigated whether consumption of a fermented milk product with probiotic (FMPP) for 4 weeks by healthy women altered brain intrinsic connectivity or responses to emotional attention tasks.

**Methods:** Healthy women with no gastrointestinal or psychiatric symptoms were randomly assigned to groups given FMPP (n=12), a non-fermented milk product (n=11, controls), or no intervention (n=13) twice daily for 4 weeks. The FMPP contained *Bifidobacterium animalis* subsp. *Lactis*, *Streptococcus thermophiles*, *Lactobacillus bulgaricus*, and *Lactococcus lactis* subsp. *Lactis*. Participants underwent functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) before and after the intervention, to measure brain response to an emotional faces attention task and resting brain activity. Multivariate and region of interest analyses were performed.

**Results:** FMPP intake was associated with reduced task-related response of a distributed functional network (49% crossblock covariance; \(P=.004\)) containing affective, viscerosensory, and somatosensory cortices. Alterations in intrinsic activity of resting brain indicated that ingestion of FMPP was associated with changes in midbrain connectivity, which could explain the observed differences in activity during the task.
Conclusions: Four weeks intake of a FMPP by healthy women affected activity of brain regions that control central processing of emotion and sensation.
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Introduction

A growing body of preclinical evidence supports an important influence of gut microbiota on emotional behavior and underlying brain mechanisms.\textsuperscript{1-4} Studies in germfree mice have demonstrated an important role of gut microbiota in brain development and resultant adult pain responses and emotional behaviors, as well as on adult hypothalamic pituitary axis (HPA) responsiveness.\textsuperscript{2, 4-6} Alteration of the normal gut flora in adult rodents with fecal transplants, antibiotics or probiotics has also been reported to modulate pain and emotional behaviors as well as brain biochemistry.\textsuperscript{1, 2, 7-10} These findings have led to the provocative suggestion that the gut microbiota may have a homologous effect on normal human behavior and that alterations in their composition, or in their metabolic products may play a role in the pathophysiology of psychiatric disease or in chronic abdominal pain syndromes such as irritable bowel syndrome (IBS).\textsuperscript{11-14} However, in contrast to the strong preclinical evidence linking alterations in gut microbiota to emotional behavior, there is only suggestive evidence that a similar relationship may exist in humans.\textsuperscript{3, 15-17}

Many reports have provided evidence for effects of probiotics on gut function and visceral sensitivity.\textsuperscript{18, 19} For example, various strains of probiotics have been demonstrated to reduce visceral nociceptive reflex responses in rodents and human symptoms of abdominal discomfort, however the mechanism(s) underlying these effects remain poorly understood.\textsuperscript{8, 20-27} In addition to various suggested peripheral mechanisms, alteration in central modulation of
interoceptive signals, including the engagement of descending bulbospinal pain modulation systems, or ascending monoaminergic modulation of sensory brain regions may also play a role. Alterations in such endogenous pain modulation systems have been implicated in the pathophysiology of persistent pain syndromes such as IBS and fibromyalgia.

There are many potential signaling mechanisms by which gut microbiota and probiotics could influence brain activity, including changes in microbiota-produced signaling molecules (including amino acid metabolites, short chain fatty acids and neuroactive substances), mucosal immune mechanisms, and enterochromaffin cell mediated vagal activation. In rodent studies, altered afferent vagal signaling to the nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS) has been reported in response to intestinal pathogens and probiotics. From the NTS, viscerosensory signals propagate to pontine nuclei (locus coeruleus, raphe nuclei, parabrachial nucleus), midbrain areas (periaqueductal grey), forebrain structures (amygdala, hypothalamus) and cortical regions (insula, anterior cingulate cortex), illustrating a plausible pathway for the ascending limb of such microbiota-influenced modulation systems. In addition, ascending monoaminergic projections from the NTS, locus coeruleus and raphe nuclei can modulate a wide range of cortical and limbic brain regions, thereby influencing affective and sensory functions.

In the current study we hypothesized that in homology to the preclinical findings, 1) Reactivity to an emotional attention task and underlying brain circuits in humans may be influenced by gut to brain signaling 2) and that a change in
the gut microbiota induced by chronic probiotic intake may alter resting state brain connectivity and responsiveness of brain networks to experimental emotional stimuli. One mechanism of widespread probiotic induced brain activity changes may be vagally-mediated ascending monoaminergic modulation of multiple brain areas, including affective and sensory regions.

We acquired evoked and resting state brain responses using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in a group of healthy women before and after 4-week consumption of a Fermented Milk Product with Probiotic (FMPP). The imaging paradigm chosen is a standardized emotional faces attention task, which measures rapid, preconscious and conscious brain responses to emotional stimuli. The task engages widespread affective, attentional, sensory and integrative brain regions which likely act as a rapid preconscious regulatory system engaged to prepare for potentially threatening situations. The response to this task is altered in anxiety disorders and is partially dependent on serotonergic signaling. The task is well suited to assess subtle changes in emotional regulation, which may be analogous to those behavioral changes noted in preclinical models. The specific FMPP was chosen because of preclinical evidence demonstrating a reduction in reflex responses to noxious visceral stimuli, and reports of beneficial effects on gastrointestinal symptoms in healthy people and IBS patients.

METHODS
Study design: The study used a single center, randomized, controlled, parallel arm design. One intervention group (FMPP) and two control groups were utilized: 1) a non-fermented "control" milk product ("CONTROL") to allow differentiation of specific treatment responses from those due to potential changes from increase in dairy ingestion or anticipation of improved wellbeing, and 2) a no intervention group ("NO IN") to allow us to control for the natural history of brain responses over time. Subjects were screened for eligibility at visit 1, had a 2-week run in period, then underwent fMRI followed by randomization which was determined by an external contract research organization (CRO) and coordinated with the UCLA Clinical Research Center, independently of the investigators. The FMPP and CONTROL arms were double-blinded. The subjects had a repeat fMRI visit 4 weeks after intervention initiation (+/– 2 days).

Subject Criteria: Informed consent was obtained from all subjects. Subjects were healthy women, aged 18-55, who were recruited by advertisement. The Supporting Information (SI) contains detailed exclusion criteria. Subjects could not have taken antibiotics or probiotics in the month prior to the study and were willing to avoid use of probiotics for the duration of the study. During the 2-week run-in period, subjects completed a daily electronic diary of gastrointestinal symptoms. Subjects reporting abnormal stool form (Bristol stool scale 1, 6, or 7), frequency (>3 BM per day or <3 BM per week), or abdominal pain/discomfort on more than 2 days were excluded. This careful screening for gastrointestinal symptoms was performed with the goal of isolating FMPP effects on emotional
systems, rather that observing secondary changes due to potentially observable improvements in gastrointestinal symptoms. To avoid possible effects of ingestion of a non-allowed probiotic either on entry or during the intervention period, subjects with *Bifidobacterium lactis* present in the stool at baseline, as well as subjects in the CONTROL and NO IN groups, who had *Bifidobacterium lactis* in the stool at study completion, were excluded.

**Study products and administration:** FMPP was a fermented milk containing *Bifidobacterium animalis* subsp. *lactis* (strain number I-2494 in French National Collection of Cultures of Micro-organisms (CNCM, Paris, France)), referred as DN-173 010 in a previous publication (23), together with the two classical yoghurt starters, *S. thermophilus* (CNCM strain number I-1630) and *L. bulgaricus* (CNCM strain numbers I-1632 and I-1519), and *Lactococcus lactis* subsp. *lactis* (CNCM strain number I-1631). The test product contains $1.25 \times 10^{10}$ colony forming unit (cfu) of *Bifidobacterium lactis* CNCM I-2494/DN-173 010 per cup and $1.2 \times 10^9$ cfu/cup of *S. thermophilus* and *L. bulgaricus*. The non-fermented “control” milk product was a milk-based non-fermented dairy product without probiotics and with a lactose content of < 4 g/cup, which is similar to the content of lactose in the test product. The CONTROL product was matched for color, texture, taste, calories, protein and lipid content to the FMPP. Both products were provided in 125-gram pot, consumed twice daily. The product was prepared at Danone research facilities and shipped in blinded packaging to the UCLA Clinical
Research Center. Daily compliance was measured by an automated phone system. Compliance of <75% led to exclusion from the study.

**Stool analysis:**

Stool samples were collected pre and post intervention. Fresh samples were stored in RNA synthesis stabilization buffer (RNA later, Ambion) at the time of collection. A centrifuged fecal pellet was stored at -80C. Quantitative PCR for B. *lactis* was performed in duplicate for each subject sample and normalized to total bacterial counts. Values were evaluated as either above or below the detection threshold. A post hoc analysis of fecal microbiota via high-throughput pyrosequencing was performed (Roche FLX Genome Sequencer). PCR primers used to profile fecal microbiota targeted the V5 and V6 16S RNA region.

**Neuroimaging acquisition and analysis:**

Imaging was performed on a Siemens 3 Tesla scanner. Functional scans used a TR of 2500ms, TE of 26ms, flip angle 90 degrees, slice thickness 3.0mm. SPM8 (Statistical Parametric Mapping) was used for data analysis. A 5 minute, eyes closed resting scan was performed first. A standardized emotional faces attention task for fMRI was then performed. During the task the subject matched validated negative affect (fear and anger) faces with one of two additional faces shown below it, using a button press (Match Emotions, ME). The control task used geometric forms instead of faces for the matching task.
(Match forms, MF). Each matching trial was 5 seconds and 20 trials of each condition (ME and MF) were performed in 4 randomized blocks. Images were co-registered, normalized, and smoothed with a 8mm Gaussian kernel. Subject-level analyses based on changes in Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent (BOLD) contrasts were performed in SPM8. First level models included motion realignment regressors and high-pass filtering. Task activity (ME-MF) was assessed at baseline using whole brain and region of interest analysis with small volume correction (results in SI). Partial least squares analysis (PLS, http://www.rotman-baycrest.on.ca) was applied to task time series across the 3 groups and 2 conditions (pre and post intervention) to identify possible effects of the FMPP on functional connectivity during the task (“task PLS”). Voxel reliability was determined using bootstrap estimation (500 samples). The ratio of the observed weight to the bootstrap standard error was calculated and voxels were considered reliable if the absolute value of the bootstrap ratio (BSR) exceeded 2.58 (approximate p<.01). Clusters greater than 20 voxels are reported. The task PLS analysis produced a spatial map in which voxel weights indicated the magnitude and direction of group differences in intervention response. To test intervention effects on individual regions, SPM’s image calculator tool was used to generate statistical parametric difference maps between pre and post intervention. Subsequently, two-sample t-tests were performed to compare responses between groups. Small volume corrections were performed in the amygdala, insula subregions, and somatosensory regions (Brodmann 2 and 3) and a whole brain analysis was performed, both using a
significance level of p<.05 with familywise error correction (FWE corr) for multiple comparisons.

To determine whether the intervention related changes observed in the task analysis were correlated with resting state brain activity after intervention, resting scan correlation maps were calculated in SPM using the peak voxel from 3 clusters of interest in the Task PLS as seeds. The midbrain, insula, and the somatosensory cortex (S1) clusters were selected due to our hypothesis that the change in gut microbiota would lead to alterations in viscerosensory signaling, mediated through brainstem responses. A seed PLS was then performed for each region of interest using the seed based correlations maps and the functional activity from the ME-MF task at the source voxel. Voxel reliability was determined as above.

*Diary and symptom data:* Gastrointestinal and mood symptoms were assessed and analyzed using a general linear mixed model as described in the SI.

*Safety data:* Adverse events were recorded at each visit and on an ad hoc basis. World Health Organization based System Organ Classification was used.

Hormonal data: salivary estrogen and progesterone levels were measured at each MRI scan day and groups compared using Analysis of Variance.

**Results:**

Mean subject age was 30 +/-10.4 years (range 18 to 53), BMI was 22.8 +/-2.7. Twelve female subjects completed intervention with FMPP, 11 with a non-fermented milk control product (CONTROL), and 13 had no intervention (NO IN).
One FMPP subject was excluded for product non-compliance (negative stool B. lactis qPCR post-intervention), 2 for antibiotic use. Six subjects were excluded for B. lactis positive stool either at baseline or in the CONTROL or NO IN group after the intervention phase. There were no group differences in age, mood scores, gastrointestinal symptoms (detailed in the SI), or salivary estrogen and progesterone.

**FMPP reduces the reactivity of a widely distributed network of brain regions to an emotional attention task.**

A widely distributed network of regions showed significant (49% crossblock covariance, P<.004) differential pre to post-intervention function across the 3 groups. The network included primary interoceptive and somatosensory regions, and a cluster in the midbrain region centered on the periaqueductal grey (PAG). Other network regions included the prefrontal cortex, precuneus, basal ganglia, and the parahippocampal gyrus (Figure 1 and SI results Table 2). The network showed increased activity over time in the NO IN group, no change in the CONTROL group, and a FMPP intake associated decrease in activity (Figure 1). No regions identified in this network showed increased activity after FMPP intervention.

**Ingestion of FMPP is associated with altered reactivity of interoceptive and somatosensory regions to an emotional attention task.**
Supporting the findings from the connectivity analysis, region of interest and whole brain analyses identified FMPP-associated BOLD changes in the insular and somatosensory cortices (Figure 2). When pair wise group differences in task response were assessed, the FMPP group showed a significant decrease in BOLD activity in the primary viscerosensory and somatosensory cortices (posterior and mid insula, S1) compared to CONTROL and NO IN groups. Decreased FMPP-related BOLD activity in the amygdala was seen compared to NO IN. No regions showed increased BOLD activity in the FMPP group compared to either control group, nor were there significant BOLD differences between the two control groups. At the whole brain level, FMPP significantly decreased BOLD activity in the mid insula cortex and primary somatosensory cortex compared to the NO IN group. These results are detailed in the SI, Results Table 3.

**Ingestion of FMPP is associated with alterations in a PAG seeded resting state network.**

To investigate whether resting state brain intrinsic connectivity was related to the FMPP induced changes in reactivity to the emotional face attention task, we extracted task related BOLD activity from the peak voxel of 3 key regions reported in the task PLS (insula, somatosensory cortex, and PAG) and used these values to “seed” a multivariate analysis of brain regions and their connectivity related to the task (“behavioral PLS” analysis). This analysis aimed to identify correlations between regional task-related brain activity and the resting
state functional connectivity data matrix. Of the 3 seed regions, only the PAG revealed a FMPP related resting state network, which was predictive of subsequent responses during the task. The PAG seeded resting state network accounted for 45.9% of the crossblock data covariance \((p < .022)\) and is shown in Figure 3 and in the SI Results Tables 4a and 4b. The network contained sensory regions (thalamus, insula, S1), limbic regions (cingulate gyrus, amygdala, hippocampus, parahippocampal gyrus), the basal ganglia, and attention related regions (BA 40) consistent with previously reported PAG connectivity findings in a large sample of healthy individuals. While specific FMPP-associated resting state networks were not identified using the insula and somatosensory cortex seeds, these regions were both significant nodes within the PAG based network. The network correlated positively with task- induced PAG activity in the NO IN group, but was negatively correlated with task- induced PAG activity in the FMPP group. These regions had less prominent negative correlations with task related PAG activity in the CONTROL group. Conversely, the FMPP group showed positive correlation of task induced PAG activity with cortical modulatory regions (medial and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex), while the NO IN group had negative correlation with these regions. The pattern of task activity correlation with the PAG resting network across groups is shown in Figure 3.

**Symptom reports and safety**

Detailed results are shown in the SI Results. In summary: 1) Baseline anxiety, depression, and gastrointestinal symptoms were low in all groups and showed no
individual group differences, 2) No group related changes were seen in any of the symptom reports, 3) The study products were well tolerated.

Fecal microbiota
Post-hoc analysis of fecal microbiota composition indicated a good randomization of the subjects at baseline. No significant change in microbiota composition versus baseline was found following intervention between groups.

DISCUSSION
In healthy women, chronic ingestion of a fermented milk product with probiotic resulted in robust alterations in the response of a widely distributed brain network to a validated task probing attention to negative context. FMPP intervention related changes during the task were widespread, involving activity reductions in brain regions belonging to a sensory brain network (primary interoceptive and somatosensory cortices, and precuneus) as well as frontal, prefrontal and temporal cortices, parahippocampal gyrus and the PAG. In addition, FMPP ingestion was associated with connectivity changes within a PAG centered resting state network which included interoceptive, affective and prefrontal regions. Based on reported findings in rodent studies, one may speculate that these changes are either induced by altered vagal afferent signaling to the NTS and connected brain regions via the PAG, or by systemic metabolic changes related to FMPP intake. These changes were not observed in a non-fermented milk product of identical taste, thus the findings appear to be related to
the ingested bacteria strains and their effects on the host. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration in humans that chronic intake of a fermented milk product with probiotic can modulate brain activity.

In addition to their well characterized local effects on the gut epithelium, gut immune function and on the enteric nervous system, long distance effects of the microbiota on the liver, adipose tissue and brain have been reported. Based on findings in preclinical models, integrity of the vagus nerve plays a role in some but not all brain effects, suggesting that some of the gut to brain signaling occurs via vagal afferent nerves and the wide range of brain regions receiving input from the NTS. Alternatively, several studies have demonstrated that the normal gut flora as well as the ingestion of probiotics can significantly alter blood metabolite levels, related to amino acids and to polysaccharide metabolism. In a recent study using the identical probiotic consortium, no significant changes in the human gut microbiota composition following FMPP intervention were detected, but the intervention was associated with changes in the metatranscriptome, particularly in gene products related to plant polysaccharide metabolism. In healthy subjects harboring normal gut microbiota, it might be hypothesized that this FMPP impacts bacterial metabolic activities so metagenomics or metatranscriptome methods may be required to better understand its mechanisms of action.
In the current study, using a multivariate analysis we found a robust effect of a 4-week period of ingestion of FMPP on the evoked response of the brain to a task, which was confirmed in a ROI and whole brain analysis. Chronic FMPP ingestion was associated with reduced activity in the task-induced network, and this reduced task responsiveness was associated with an alteration in a resting state network centered on the PAG. Intrinsic connectivity within a PAG seeded resting state network has previously been reported, involving both adjacent and distal brain regions (including insula and pregenual cingulate cortex).\(^{53, 59, 60}\)

Furthermore, resting state connectivity between nodes of a PAG network has been found to predict pain responses to a nociceptive stimulus.\(^{61}\) The PAG receives interoceptive input, and is involved in integrated brain responses to nociceptive and emotional stimuli, including endogenous pain modulation and autonomic responses.\(^{62, 63}\) It has been suggested that resting state brain networks provide functional “templates” with which the brain can rapidly respond to changes in the environment. Therefore differences in resting state networks may predict brain responses to specific tasks.\(^{64-66}\) FMPP ingestion appeared to alter such a “template” in the case of the PAG-centered resting state network, which correlated differentially with task-induced PAG activity between groups. Specifically, while task induced PAG activity was positively correlated with a broad group of sensory/affective regions in the NO IN state, FMPP intervention induced a shift toward negative PAG correlations with sensory/affective regions and positive correlations with cortical regulatory regions which have been associated with the dampening of emotional and sensory responsiveness (medial
and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex). In the context of this study, the change in resting state – task activity correlations provides support for the concept that chronic ingestion of FMPP has altered tonic interactions of the PAG with a widely distributed brain network. The presence of resting state PAG-prefrontal connectivity has been shown to be predictive of effective descending pain modulation in a chronic pain syndrome, suggesting a broader role for this circuitry involving pain vulnerability.67

While this study clearly demonstrates an effect of FMPP ingestion on evoked brain responses and resting state networks in women, it was not designed to address the mechanisms mediating this effect. There are multiple peripheral mechanisms by which luminal microorganisms can signal to the host, including but not limited to communication with 5-HT containing enterochromaffin cells in the gut epithelium and modulation of gut associated immune cells.12 Paracrine signals from these epithelial cells to closely adjacent vagal afferents could result in vagal activation and signaling to the NTS. Alternatively, probiotic induced changes in short chain fatty acid production by the gut flora could activate acid sensing receptors in the colon locally in epithelial cells or within enteric neurons, or distally in the portal vein.68,69 Other potential mediators of the observed probiotic effect include signaling molecules which are produced by microbiota including tryptophan metabolites, GABA and other neuroactive substances.12,33 While no significant differences were seen in the regional comparison between the CONTROL and NO IN groups, the network analyses suggest that an
intermediate effect may have occurred in the CONTROL group (Figures 1 and 3). While the presence of a placebo effect underlying the observed changes in the CONTROL group cannot be ruled out, the involved brain regions are not those typically observed in placebo studies, and the subjects reported no subjective changes in mood or gastrointestinal symptoms. Another explanation would be that the contents of the non-fermented dairy product also modulated the intestinal milieu in a way that led to altered gut-brain interactions.

In summary, our data demonstrate that chronic ingestion of a fermented milk product with probiotic containing a consortium of 5 strains, including *Bifidobacterium lactis* CNCM I-2494, can modulate the responsiveness of an extensive brain network in healthy women. This is consistent with recent rodent studies showing a modulatory effect of probiotic intake on a wide range of brain regions in adult animals. Even though a possible relationship between the gut microbiota profile and mood has been postulated based on preclinical data, and a recent report in IBS patients provides further support for such a hypothesis, this study is the first to demonstrate an effect of FMPP intake on gut-brain communication in humans. As a proof of concept it has been successful in showing that such communication exists and is modifiable, even in healthy women. Further examination of these pathways in humans will elucidate whether such microbiota to brain signaling plays a homologous role in modulating pain sensitivity, stress responsiveness, mood or anxiety as previously reported in rodent models. Further, identification of the signaling pathways between the
microbiota and the brain in humans is needed to solidify our understanding of microbiota gut brain interactions. If confirmed, modulation of the gut flora may provide novel targets for the treatment of patients with abnormal pain and stress responses associated with gut dysbiosis.
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Figure Legends

Figure 1. A distributed network of brain regions showing decreases in the FMPP group during the emotional faces attention task is shown in the shaded regions. Three regions of interest selected from the network for study in the resting state are highlighted in pink (insula), green (periaqueductal gray) and blue (somatosensory regions). The change in network strength with intervention is depicted graphically.

Figure 2. Regions showing reduced activity in response to an emotional faces attention task after FMPP intervention are shown, with significant regions demarcated.
Figure 3. A resting state midbrain centered network has strong positive correlation with midbrain emotional reactivity after NO IN, is not engaged after CONTROL, and is negatively correlated with midbrain activity after FMPP. This suggests a shift away from an arousal-based resting state network and towards a regulatory network. Network regions are depicted in panel A (detailed in SI tables 4a/b). Red regions show areas that are positively correlated with midbrain activity in the NO IN group and negatively correlated in the FMPP group. Green regions are negatively correlated with midbrain activity in the NO IN group and are positively correlated in the FMPP group. Panel B shows the correlation of the network with midbrain reactivity by group.


